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1 Where ductwork enters building on east 

elevation - ventilation ductwork penetration 

through flat roof above Recital Room Store 

(Level 4)

Holmes Miller Remove existing damaged exposed timber kerb and replace with 18mm WBP ply 

upstand (nominal 150mm high). Investigate thickness of existing roof insulation - 

ideally, height from roof substrate to top of upstand to be 300mm. Install new single 

ply membrane and 25mm thick insulation (as recommended by single ply 

manufacturer), around new kerb upstand. Proprietary metal flashing to be secured 

to duct - to seal any gaps between the single ply upstand and the duct.

A

COS 2.4b

2 Junction of north end of roof with southern 

wall of central building

Holmes Miller Remove existing tell-tale pipe carefully without damaging lead gutter. Provide new 

tell-tale pipe - to be inserted into existing hole and to be sealed using polysulphide 

mastic. Surrounding stone to be brushed back to a sound base and joints repointed 

as necessary in a lime-based mortar. Replace lead flashings to slate roof below 

overflow pipe in a code 6 lead.

A

COS 3.8

COS 1.4.2

COS 1.5

COS 2.3a

3 West elevation Holmes Miller Open joints to be cleaned out to at least a depth of 25mm and repointed using a 

lime-based mortar.
A

COS 1.5

4 East elevation Holmes Miller Allow for 100% repointing to this elevation. Existing pointing to be raked out and 

repointed in a lime-based mortar
A

COS 1.5

5 East elevation Holmes Miller Stonework to be cleaned of all algae and lichen using the DOFF system

B-plus

COS 1.1

6 East elevation Holmes Miller All cables to be tidied and secured using a proprietary cable management system. 

Investigate bringing cables inside.
B-plus

COS 1.2

7 North elevation Holmes Miller Broken bits of stone to be removed from hole around tell-tale pipe and hole infilled 

with clay brick fragments and final coat of ST.one used (from Masons Mortar)
B-plus

COS 1.4.3

8 North elevation Holmes Miller All stone above window to be brushed back to a sound base. All pointing above 

window to be raked out and all joints repointed in a lime-based mortar
A

COS 1.4.2

COS 1.5

9 East elevation Holmes Miller Open joint to be raked out and repointed using a lime-based mortar

A

COS 1.5

10 North elevation Holmes Miller Vegetation to be removed

A

COS 1.1

11 North elevation Holmes Miller Stone to be indented twice using a petrographic and visual  match to existing stone - 

approx size is 300x600x50mm deep and 300x200x50mm deep.

Alternatively, this could be infilled using ST.one by Masons Mortar.
A

COS 1.4.1

12 East elevation Holmes Miller Cement to be removed and once stone has been brushed back to a sound base, 

recesses to be infilled using ST.one by Masons Mortar. A

COS 1.4.5

13 East roof pitch Holmes Miller Debris to be removed from gutter to ensure it is free-flowing

A

14 Slate roof Holmes Miller Replace all broken and slipped slates using either Siga 120 or sound second hand 

slate from a reliable source (as approved by architect) A

COS 2.2b

15 Outlet from roof 1B Holmes Miller As noted in item no. 31 in roof 1B Scope of Works, pipe to be replaced with a 

proprietary outlet. This is to be connected into a proprietary downpipe on this side.
A

Downpipe - COS 3.2

16 Slate roof Holmes Miller Sloping saddle to be formed on the upslope side of each projection to stop debris 

gathering. Saddle to be covered in code 7 lead. B-plus
COS 2.5b

17 Lead gutter to base of east slope Holmes Miller No work anticipated

18 West and east pitches of roof Holmes Miller New proprietary Safety Lines to be installed on both pitches and old one removed.
A

COS 2.7

19 External vent ducts and pipework Holmes Miller Ducts and pipes are to have old lagging/insulation replaced with new

B-plus

COS 2.1

20 Lighting conductor Holmes Miller Specialist to be commissioned to test the lightning conductor system and refix tape 

as necessary A
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ROOF 1C

Very badly eroded stone above window (below cornice)

Electrical and services cables are untidy

Poor stonework around tell-tale pipe from parapet gutter of roof 4

Stone is spalling above window and has poor pointing

Open joint where stone base meets parapet

Vegetation growing on cornice

Various areas of cement repairs 

Lead gutter is full of debris and water cannot escape freely

Many broken and slipped slates

Water from roof 1B is allowed to drip down onto roof 1C

Debris is gathering behind struts supporting the ducts and other 

projections from the roof

 Document Number : CHF-1C

Some deterioration - should last 20 years unless maintenance is carried out

Description of Defect

Replacement within 20 years

Some deterioration - should last 20 years

Water ingress through bare timber kerb to ductwork penetration.

Water ingress to Recital Room. Existing overflow pipe (from lead gutter 

above) has been flattened against wall. 

Washed out pointing above window no.2 (2nd from North)

Poor pointing to stonework

Stone string course is covered in algae and lichen.

Black staining at north end of wall

This appears in good condition

City Building

Replacement within 20 years unless immediate maintenance planned

Reviewer's Recommendation

Requiring immediate replacement/attention

No safe access

Lagging and insulation is peeling off

Lightning protection system requires inspection
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ROOF 1C

Description of Defect

21 Junction of slate roof eaves and wide lead 

gutters

Holmes Miller Fit code 5 sacrificial lead flashing under bottom row of slates using terne-coated 

stainless steel clips. B
COS 2.5a

22 Pipe penetrations thro' slate roof Holmes Miller Fit lead slate piece (code 6) around pipe
A

COS 2.5c

23 West pitch of roof Holmes Miller Install a new fixed ladder with cage from the ridge of Roof 1B down onto the west 

pitch of Roof 1C and access to new Safety Line A
COS 2.9b

24 Access to east pitch Holmes Miller Install a new fixed ladder with cage from flat roof up to eaves of east pitch
A

COS 2.9bAccess to east pitch

Possible water ingress

Safe access

Potential pitting of lead gutter


